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Journalistic Values and Expertise in Platform News Distribution: The possibilities 

and limitations of participatory panels for algorithmic governance 

 

Abstract 

This paper describes a participatory approach to realize journalistic ethics and 

values in platform news distribution systems. Using methods from participatory 

governance and design thinking, three panels of journalists and platform news 

representatives in 2020 tried to find consensus around value definitions that could 

inform the ranking and recommendation of news articles. Examining how they 

negotiated the areas of local, opinion, and science/health journalism, we discover 

possibilities and limitations for journalists to inform the design of these systems. 

 

More broadly, the effort to prioritize news content according to journalistic values 

belongs to a larger question regarding the role of expertise within democratic 

societies. The establishment of technical definitions in collaboration with others 

can be understood as a softer form of algorithmic governance. This governance 

may allow for some democratizing potential in online systems, here within a 

“minipublic” model defined by political scientist Archon Fung. Yet the 

implementation of these definitions remains within the decision-making power of 

technology companies that do not identify as news publishers. The exploration into 

platform news distribution is an opportunity to reflect on the challenges of 

governance, both algorithmic and democratic. 

 

Keywords 

Journalistic value, news value, algorithms, soft governance, news distribution, 

experts, democracy, authoritarian technology  
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Introduction: the governance problem within platform news distribution 

Online news distribution today is currently oriented, if not optimized, around 

individual user engagement. Readership metrics —including clicking, reading, 

forwarding, liking certain articles or posts— are combined with user preferences 

based on interests or demographics. Through these metrics, news products make 

recommendations to users about what to read or listen to next. Results for platform 

news aggregators, for example, are determined not just by user-determined aspects 

—which may involve an article’s “prevalence” and “impact”— but also whether it 

contains other factors such as “relevant” and “authoritative” knowledge (Facebook 

n.d. a; Google n.d. b). Ultimately recommendations offer readers a form of 

navigation through a sea of content, though how well they in fact reflect user desire 

is an open question (Shrivastav et al. 2012; Napoli 2019; Grind et al. 2019). 

 

Online news distribution, in particular through platform aggregators, may 

emphasize individual user engagement but has a larger social effect. For one, the 

focus on engagement has accompanied, if not exacerbated, the demise of local 

journalism in markets where news producers are dependent upon advertising. The 

internet’s model of “free” access to news articles has undermined publisher 

subscription models, and there is as yet no viable replacement for the earlier 

funding streams from print-based advertising. The United States market offers one 

example, since most Americans now get their news via social media, and Facebook 

and Google currently dominate the online advertising market. Since 2004, at least 

25% of local outlets in the United States have disappeared along with 35,000 

journalists and editors, a decline that has accelerated since the 2008 recession with 

the rise of digital media. Similar examples of this concern can be found in 

Australia, South Africa, Canada, France, and Indonesia, among others. (Stites 
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2011; Seamans and Zhu 2014; Shafer 2016; Abernathy 2020; Schiffrin, Clifford, 

and Adjin-Tettey 2022) 

 

 
Figure 1 – Examples of platform feed results (left: Google News, upper right: Apple News, lower 
right: Twitter Explore News) 

 

With its emphasis on reader engagement, platform news distribution also seems 

responsible for a rise in misinformation. The output of “fake news farms,” which 

for instance generated false narratives around the 2016 United States presidential 

election, are cheaper to produce (Zannettou et al. 2019). They do not require 

processes such as verification and editing in contrast to the news organizations that 

strive to accurately reflect events and from whom they may be diverting monies. 

Besides the money issue, the deeper worry is that readers may be increasingly 

uncertain as to what is true. Repeated messaging, whether true or false, can make a 

statement more believable over time, a phenomenon called the “truth effect,” and 

the influence of misinformation, even when corrected, can persist (Dechêne et al. 
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2010; Ecker, Hogan, and Lewandowsky 2017). Recently, effects of repeated 

misinformation in online exchanges include a possible increase in COVID-19 

spread or continued conflict regarding the legitimacy of newly elected officials 

(Edelson et al. 2017; Papakyriakopoulos, Serrano, and Hegelich 2020; Ball and 

Maxmen 2020; Nather 2021; Ipsos 2021).  

 

Platform news distribution, with its broad-reaching effects, is powered by 

algorithms. Different types of algorithmic judgments, including prioritization, 

classification, association, and filtering, are at work in online news products 

(Diakopoulos 2019). By identifying newsworthy information and prioritizing it for 

distribution, news algorithms have an impact over the producers, or the number of 

outlets that might be financially renumerated. They also bear upon the themes that 

gain traction in the media, and public discussion at large (Baum 2020; Horowitz 

and Seetharaman 2020).  

 

In response to these and related concerns, various platform news products have 

built partnerships with journalism outlets and organizations over the years; 

Facebook Journalism Project, Google News Initiative, and Apple Plus are 

examples. In addition, their products actively cite their efforts to solicit feedback 

from reporters, whether regarding tools they have built for journalism or on news 

ranking generally. Some companies and products also make explicit commitments 

to “quality” journalism. (Smith 2018; Bennett 2018; Apple.com 2019; Facebook 

2021) 

 

At bottom, platform news distribution raises the problem of governance, both by 

algorithms and by polities. That algorithms overall can be “used to nudge, bias, 

guide, provoke, control, manipulate and constrain human behaviour” is concerning 
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for any polity (Danaher et al. 2017, 2).  The path towards making systems of 

algorithmic decision-making, sometimes called algorithmic governance, both 

effective and legitimate is not yet clear. Algorithms such as information 

recommendation and ranking are complicated, difficult to understand, and often 

automated to work at split-second speeds.  

 

No matter the difficulty, control over the public agenda within democracies is a 

key issue. Broad participation in systems that influence the public agenda is critical 

for legitimacy in a democratic context (e.g. Gillespie 2018). In fact, concern 

regarding the agenda, as well as accountability to the public, helped to formalize 

journalistic values across the news industry. Values such as verifiability, 

objectivity, and impartiality emerged earlier in the twentieth century, as journalism 

professionalized away from strong affiliations to political organizations and toward 

independent authority, by articulating obligations to the public interest (Schudson 

2011).  

 

Both within public discussion and scholarly research, the notion of journalistic 

values has been a potentially strong way to reorient online recommendation 

systems around news. Should platform news distribution systems be optimized for 

these values, news articles of higher journalistic quality would be ranked and 

recommended more frequently within global systems. The likely increase in 

content ‘clicks’ would result both in the greater visibility of more accurate 

information on the internet and also support the many advertising-dependent 

outlets producing this information. Thus, the optimization of journalistic values 

within platform news distribution expresses an obligation to the public while also 

potentially providing financial rewards to publishing organizations who adhere to 
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these values. It is not, however, immediately clear which journalistic values to 

implement in place of user engagement. 

 

In practice, how might recommender systems that aggregate and distribute online 

news better incorporate the input of the public? This paper explores possibilities of 

participatory governance over algorithms through the creation of expert panels to 

deliberate and define the values of platform news distribution design.  Definition-

driven and rule-bound, algorithmic systems such as recommendation may seem 

quite impervious to external influence but possibilities exist. If recommendation is 

a problem of governance, albeit algorithmic, looking to models in fields such as 

public administration can offer possibilities.  

 

Panels are a tested way to address complicated topics in society. They offer a 

structured and open format that meet the needs for flexibility in softer, 

participatory forms of governance. Like platform news distribution, public health 

and law enforcement also involve large-scale systems and highly technical issues 

with tremendous ongoing effect. Approaches to multisectoral problem solving that 

include citizens have been developed to address complicated topics such as these. 

 

The convening of panels with expert journalists on platform news distribution is a 

practical innovation that brings together four areas of research and practice — 

computational journalism, algorithmic governance, participatory governance, and 

design thinking. Central to all these areas of investigation are questions about 

social values, system design, and the role of the public. By melding them together 

in a methodological approach, this paper seeks to contribute to each of these areas. 

It also raises the question of what journalistic engagement means within 
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technological products, and whether a new kind of professional practice might be 

emerging. 

 

To better understand the possibilities for governance over platform news 

distribution proposed through panels, this paper examines the results of three 

deliberations that took place in 2020 according to three key questions: 

• Are journalistic values within platform news distribution a viable point for 

multi-stakeholder panel deliberation?   

• Do participatory panels themselves show promise for algorithmic 

governance? 

• What issues does journalistic expertise raise for algorithmic governance?   

To address these questions, what follows is first a review of the theoretical 

background from computational journalism, algorithmic governance, and softer 

forms of governance. Then the panel’s methodological approach is defined, 

including explanations of the work of participatory governance scholar Archon 

Fung, design thinking, and journalistic values.  Finally, the formation and process 

of the three panels are discussed, along with their results and further reflections for 

research. 

 

Theoretical Background 

Computational Journalism and News Distribution. Online news distribution can 

take various forms, including simple technologies such as newsletters or buttons on 

news sites to more complicated ones, such as apps with personalized feeds by news 

outlets. Developments within the field of computational journalism, especially 

around distribution algorithms such news recommendation and ranking, are still 

young (Thurman 2019). A decade ago, scholars in the field of computational 
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journalism laid out research frameworks and agendas to encourage better 

understanding of distribution algorithms, such news recommendation and ranking. 

They called for both practical and sociological interventions.  

 

Journalism and media scholar C. W. Anderson for example suggested an 

exploration of how “journalistic values refract through the material lens of digital 

design,” asking how platform engines like Google use semantic tagging systems 

“in the proper sorting of news content, how do engineers filter newsroom notions 

such as authorship, byline, and fact” (C. W. Anderson 2012, 1016). The research 

agenda defined by Seth C. Lewis and Oscar Westlund in 2015 also observed the 

need to better conceptualize the interrelationship of actants such as algorithms with 

humans (both as actors and audiences) and particular activities when it came to 

understanding the organizational influences shaping journalism (Lewis and 

Westlund 2015). News distribution, specifically recommendation, was offered as 

an example worthy of investigation. 

 

Since then, work has taken place to consider the relationship of journalism to 

online news distribution, including perspectives from users on news feed 

personalization, the challenge of developing democratic news distribution systems, 

recommendations for values like diversity and the quantitative measurement of 

them. In addition, there is work related to auditing platform recommendation 

results. Less work exists when it comes to directly involving the audience in 

shaping algorithms themselves, beyond individual user engagement. But research 

around the dynamic interrelationships around algorithmic development, such as 

between software product personnel and journalists has been growing. (Kalsnes 

and Larsson 2018; Thurman, Lewis, and Kunert 2019; Bodó 2019; Monzer et al. 
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2020; Bandy and Diakopoulos 2020; Bernstein et al. 2021; Schjøtt Hansen and 

Hartley 2021). 

 

Algorithmic governance. The difficulties for public involvement within platform 

news distribution can be understood through discussions around algorithmic 

governance. Algorithmic governance is a new area of study that parallels 

developments in computational journalism. In recent years, scholars have tried to 

describe and demonstrate the complicated ways in which algorithmic systems 

overall have come to increasingly govern human behavior (Musiani 2013; Just and 

Latzer 2017; Shin, Fotiadis, and Yu 2019). The precise definition of the term, 

which is meant to capture the ways that decision-making by algorithms governs 

human lives, is still being negotiated in scholarship (Gritsenko and Wood 2022). 

Definitions range from the more technically-oriented — “the probability that a set 

of coded instructions in heterogeneous input-output computing systems will be 

able to render decisions without human intervention and/or structure the possible 

field of action by harnessing specific data” (Issar and Aneesh 2022, 3) —to more 

relationally formalistic, such as “a form of social ordering that relies on 

coordination between actors, is based on rules and incorporates particularly 

complex computer-based epistemic procedures” (Katzenbach and Ulbricht 2019, 

2). 

 

While the term algorithmic governance is often explicitly focused on exploring 

governance by algorithms rather than governance of them, the both are inextricably 

intertwined. Governance of or over algorithms might seem a problem mostly for 

legal regulation, but current research is also concerned with ways to mitigate 

algorithmic effect, such as through ethical guidelines and self-regulation. 

Paralleling efforts to audit news feeds, research into the governance of algorithms 
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can include investigations into the implementation of values, for example human-

rights oriented values such as agency or principles-oriented values such as 

Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAT). Other efforts are concerned to 

define clear standards regarding the conscientious implementation of values within 

algorithmic systems at the outset. An exploration of algorithmic governance should 

include the recognition that insofar algorithms take direct inputs from people, and 

are made by people, the line between governance by and governance of is at times 

thin; the design of algorithms offers one example. Discussions related to larger 

platform governance echo the complexity of algorithmic governance. (Gorwa 

2019; Latzer and Just 2020; Cantero Gamito and Ebers 2020; IEEE Systems and 

Software Engineering Standards Committee 2021; Gritsenko and Wood 2022) 

 

Given the newness of these fields, developments regarding the practical 

governance of algorithms are few. Examples of recent participatory models of 

algorithmic design, as in the example of WeBuildAI, help to confirm that 

expanded participant involvement might be possible though problems remain (Lee 

et al. 2019; Robertson and Salehi 2020).  But a large challenge is that algorithmic 

systems are technically complex and sophisticated; shrouded in mystique, it is 

difficult for non-computer experts to participate in algorithmic technology, even if 

they could have direct access to these systems (Barocas, Hood, and Ziewitz 2013).    

 

Soft Governance and Participatory Governance. Regulation has often been the 

focus of solutions regarding algorithmic governance. However, looking to political 

realms, we discover room for softer forms of governance, or “policy making 

without legislation” in contrast to “harder” legal regulations. Soft governance is 

voluntary and non-binding, with flexible implementation, but presumed to have 

broader effects than one might guess. Having open discussions for example which 
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obligate technology representatives to nothing may yet be an interaction that 

contributes to change, given that platform products already consult their own 

journalism stakeholders. (Héritier 2002; Maggetti 2015) 

 

In addition, the larger question of how to involve the public in its own governance, 

especially as a means of legitimation within democracies, has long been a topic of 

fields such as public administration. Participatory governance for example, as well 

as collaborative and citizen-centered modes of governance, seeks to involve 

citizens directly. Reasons can include a desire to more fully represent the interests 

and preferences of citizens or to negotiate conflicts of interests among them 

(Gustafson and Hertting 2017). Within this discourse, political scientist Archon 

Fung in particular has defined the concept of “minipublics” in addressing questions 

of public interest (Fung 2003; 2007). Among possible solutions among many 

stakeholders, smaller formats exist such as participatory advisory panels. Citizens 

can even join in these if provided with enough support by experts who can help 

them understand the issues (Fung 2015).  

 

Methodological approach: Expert Panels on Values of News Distribution Design 

Panels and effective governance. By aiming at more abstract aspects of online 

news distribution, particularly how well news recommendation may or may not 

align with public values, an expert panel on the topic could appear somewhere in 

the middle of Fung’s “democracy cube” of effective governance (Fung 2006, 71). 

This cube involves three dimensions: Participants, which encompass the range of 

stakeholders; Communication and Decision Modes including possible kinds of 

deliberative participation; and Authority and Power, which describes the various 

kinds of authority and agency that participants have in relationship to solution 

implementation. 
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Figure 2 – The “democracy cube” of public governance per Fung 2006, with expert journalism 
panels added 

 

Faced with the topic of online news recommendation, Participants such as 

journalists might then be included as Professional Stakeholders. On the 

Communication & Decision Mode axis, a couple of options could apply. Panel 

deliberation involving expert reporters would include both aspects of Express and 

Develop Preferences, since reporters do not control news distribution but can 

comment upon it, as well as Technical Expertise regarding the craft of professional 

journalism. Finally, leveraging the experience of journalists on the question of 

news recommendation algorithms is akin to the Advise/Consult responsibility on 

the Authority and Power axis.  

 

The potential impact of panels may be inherently limited: platform news 

distribution, as with public health and law enforcement, deals with real-world 

large-scale systems that are always “on.” Another challenge related to journalist, 
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let alone public, involvement in algorithmic recommendation is technological 

expertise. However as recent years have demonstrated, there are times when 

governing policies demand public feedback, as with community law enforcement. 

This feedback becomes critical for legitimacy even if broad solutions take time to 

implement. The science of health care also does not seem necessarily less 

complicated compared to algorithms.  

 

Design Thinking around Value Definition. While panels offer an approach 

regarding publics and the public interest on complicated topics, the specifics of 

deliberation need to be able to affect algorithmic systems. For this, design thinking 

offers productive avenues. Value implementation in news distribution can easily be 

understood as a “wicked problem” — or, in design-thinking parlance, belonging to 

“that class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the 

information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with 

conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly 

confusing” (Churchman 1967, B-141). In fact, Fung’s work has articulated benefits 

of public involvement when faced with wicked problems (Fung 2015). 

 

A design-thinking approach, in which the act of definition is key, requires 

collaboration and many iterations; it is friendly to the iterative aspects of 

technological development (Brown 2008). For developers of machine-based 

systems, definitions are particularly helpful since the taxonomies and datasets 

behind algorithmic design are best when based upon clear classifications 

(Nickerson, Varshney, and Muntermann 2013). Conceptual definitions can also be 

friendly to journalists. For example, the genre of opinion journalism is a familiar 

form that already takes journalistic values into account. Genres can be said to 
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internalize the values of professional newsmakers across time and space (Buozis 

and Creech 2018).  

 

Journalistic Values. Many values in journalism, broadly conceived, might be 

considered as journalistic. Consider the efforts to articulate the dimensions of news 

quality or excellence that have taken place over the years in large surveys and 

academic journals (Shapiro 2010; Shapiro, Albanese, and Doyle 2006; Bogart 

2004; Lacy and Rosenstiel 2015; P. J. Anderson, Ogola, and Williams 2014; 

McGrath and Gaziano 1986; Gladney 1996; Kovach and Rosenstiel 2021). 

Candidate values from these lists include not only verifiability or impartiality, but 

also writing quality and other rhetorical aspects. The ever-evolving consideration 

of what is newsworthy, based upon what people are presumed to be interested in or 

curious about, could also qualify. Or, a news recommender that is designed to 

uphold democracies might be required to prioritize specific values such as 

diversity, no matter what citizens might think (Helberger, Karppinen, and 

D’Acunto 2018).  In addition, there is the emergence of new news values such as 

“shareability,” a clear reflection of the impact of online distribution systems upon 

news content (Harcup and O’Neill 2017).   

 

Dimensions of Panel Scope. To narrow the field of inquiry, panels might be 

directed to deliberate a specific value, such as an aspect of quality journalism. 

Major decisions nevertheless remain regarding panel scope to support productive 

discussion (Stray, Adler, and Hadfield-Menell 2020). Five Dimensions [D] or 

questions for panel deliberation exist: 

 

Dimension 1 [D1] Which types of news? Different specializations within 

journalism (reporting “beats”) might result in a different discussion of values. For 
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example, recent crises in local journalism, with its resulting “news deserts,” are 

tied to the value of original reporting (Abernathy 2020). 

 

Dimension 2 [D2] Who? Who exactly would be involved in an iteration of 

determining values for news recommendation? Specific types of news might 

require specific experienced participants: a science journalist, for example, should 

have an easier time articulating the values of science and health journalism in 

comparison to an opinion columnist. Also, how diverse should the panel be? 

Should every panel include members of different countries and of different 

demographic backgrounds?  

 

Dimension 3 [D3] Which products? Journalistic values might translate differently 

for different online products. Consider news aggregators or products such as Apple 

News that try and guess at a user’s desires. The goal is different compared to 

search engines, such as Bing or Google Search, which respond to explicit 

commands. The hybridization of these products, such as breaking news results 

within search, presents complications for evaluation. Nevertheless, any evaluations 

of prioritization would need to consider the context of intended product design. 

 

Dimension 4 [D4] What output and metrics? To reorient news recommendation 

toward a different set of values, concrete outputs and metrics are needed to 

measure success. News algorithms in social media platforms have been designed 

and created primarily by technologists, such as product designers and software 

engineers. Even if former and current journalists are hired by these companies, 

products such as the New York Times app are guided by a different, news 

publisher, perspective. Coming up with a fixed output or metrics would be 

necessary in terms of addressing the challenge of technical feasibility. 
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Dimension 5 [D5] Tradeoffs when? The challenge of implementing values in a 

recommendation system is also a question of trade-offs. Algorithms might be 

defined for example to prioritize well-sourced information from local outlets, but 

what should happen in the case of breaking news around disasters? Well-sourced 

information favors slower news production, while breaking news favors more 

incomplete and recent coverage. Different aspects might be valuable to those 

directly affected compared to those from afar; different users will have different 

interests and claims that must be managed (Gabriel 2020). 

 

Panel Formation, Process, and Initial Results 

These five dimensions, taken together, offer many possibilities for panel 

deliberation. For this initial test in 2020, facilitators narrowed the scope to form 

three panels by making determinations about the first three dimensions —the types 

of news for examination, the participants, and the products for consideration [D1, 

D2, D3]. The dimensions of outputs/metrics and tradeoffs [D4, D5] would remain 

open for panel discussion.  

 

Types/genre and participant recruitment [D1, D2]. To gain the most suitable 

participants for the effort, the areas of inquiry needed to be established. Opinion, 

local, and science/health journalism —three accepted categorizations or genres of 

news by journalists that appear within platform news products —were selected. 

 

Specific values for deliberation were not defined at the outset though they were 

potentially inherent in the selection of the genres, as noted earlier. Instead, panels 

were presented with a central question of thematic exploration, which would lead 

participants to define terms and values among themselves. Questions, in addition to 
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focusing upon a specific category, were framed to reflect the decision-making 

process involved in algorithmic prioritization around questions of news quality:  

• Opinion Panel: What is the appropriate level of presence of opinionated 

content in ranked and recommended news results? 

• Local Panel: What elements of local news should be prioritized in local 

news tabs? 

• Science/Health Panel: What health and science coverage should appear in 

the health and science sections of news feeds, and which sources should get 

priority? 

Each panel was formed from 6-8 journalists or former journalists, in addition to at 

least one representative from a platform product (YouTube, Facebook, and 

Microsoft/Bing). Journalists who participated within these panels had at least five 

years of professional and freelancing experience. They came from or had written 

for a wide range of US national and local outlets, such as ProPublica, the local 

outlet Crosstown LA, STAT News, and the New Yorker. Some journalists also 

held academic appointments in journalism schools, and one panelist was a political 

scientist at a national thinktank offering perspectives from news distribution 

studies.  

 

“Technologists” were ideally developers or software managers who had direct 

technical involvement with some aspect of a news product. However, product 

personnel who had journalism experience could suffice if they were involved in 

product development in some way. Compensation was offered only to journalists 

who participated; depending on their level of participation, they received either 

$700 or $1,500.  
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Datasets from products for review [D1, D3]. To ground the journalists’ 

deliberations around platform news feeds, specific feed results in the three topics 

of opinion, local, and science/health news were collected by the facilitation team in 

a series of screenshot captures and internet archiving (i.e., Internet Archive, 

archive.is, perma.cc). These results—which came from news products by Google, 

Facebook, Twitter, Apple, and Microsoft— were then made available to panelists 

alongside a discussion workbook. Results in the workbooks intersected contexts or 

themes to encourage the negotiation of values and tradeoffs. For example, opinion 

articles were presented within the larger theme of politics. Science and health news 

results were contrasted against each other. With regards to local journalism, results 

from markets of three different sizes created opportunities for comparison: Des 

Moines, Iowa; New York City; and Phoenix, Arizona. 

 

Data collection avoided the personalization of results as much as possible; team 

members used multiple computers and browsers for capture and assumed different 

device locations via Virtual Private Networks. Because the goal was to provide 

participants with real-world examples for discussion, the dataset was illustrative 

rather than systematically sampled with 155 feed results gathered across 7 products 

(a range of 8 to 20 unique days per product, including desktop and mobile views) 

across a four-month period from February to June 2020. (See Figure 3) 

 

The results of each sample feed were then translated into a database containing the 

top five articles each day for each product, totaling 1,156 articles. Panelists could 

find related contextual information about each article, including: the date of 

collection, the article publication date, an assigned ranking order of the article 

within the feed (e.g. position 1 for top-most story), the article’s publishing outlet, 

the article headline; the article URL; categorical labels applied to a story when 
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appearing in the platform news product (e.g. “opinion,” “news,” “developing”), 

categorical labels visibly applied to the article in its original publication context 

(e.g. “news,” “opinion,” “world,” “politics”).  

 

 
Figure 1 - Catalogued feed results from captured Science/Health feeds. Details here include: 
capture date, platform product, desktop versus mobile experience, feed section, link to original 
feed display (in context), article outlet, article URL, article title, article publication date, publisher 
section of article, article genre, whether links to scientific study exist within article 

 

Review sessions and white papers [D4, D5]. As panelists convened, they worked 

through the potential application of journalistic principles to news product results. 

For example, each panel looked at whether they thought the ranked order of results 

reflected a definition of news quality: were articles of higher “quality,” however 

defined, at the top? The panel also analyzed visual elements of the news feed, 

publisher source, article coverage, and diversity at both the publisher and article 

level.  

Panelists were invited to contrast the results of specific news products, such as 

Apple News results to Google or Bing News. They were also invited to offer both 

what they found constructive and problematic about the results. To sharpen their 

evaluations, some facilitators additionally asked panelists to produce their own 
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ideal feeds, thereby translating any value trade-offs into a single concrete 

expression. Finally, panelists could determine whether they felt comfortable 

enough to offer considerations or recommendations in terms of improving news 

ranking within the products they reviewed. Consensus, in other words, was not 

presumed: panelists were afforded the opportunity to conclude that there was no 

agreement among them in answering the central panel question. 

In the end, journalistic missions and principles, along with recommendations for 

how to change platform news distribution, were elaborated in final white papers 

developed by each panel.1 Specific conclusions varied per panel topic, but the 

panels overall agreed across the board that the results they viewed were by and 

large unacceptable according to journalism standards. In the words of the local 

panel’s report title, the “news landscape is broken.”  

Specific suggestions for improvement by panelists ranged from big picture 

transformation to smaller suggestions. The Opinion panel wanted to see a better 

separation of news from opinion journalism in product feeds, while the Local panel 

wanted to see the prioritization of articles with more than one source. The Science 

and Health panelists thought that the categories of health and science news needed 

to be rethought overall, but that an easier win could be removing press releases 

from news feeds. Recommendations for improvement could compound or intersect 

across the panels, for example with the local journalists also requesting a better 

separation between opinion and news in local results.   

 
1 https://newsq.net/newsq-review-panel-reports-2020/. A full list of recommendations and values can be found at 
https://newsq.net/resources/values-missions-principles/ and https://newsq.net/resources/recommendations/. 
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Discussion: Journalistic Values as hurdles for machine processing  

Returning to the first question posed at the outset: are values a viable topic for 

panel deliberation?  The panels’ focus on quality did result in the discussion of 

specific journalistic values such as objectivity, accountability, and community 

service as potential replacements for the value of user engagement. But rather than 

easy alternatives, the emergence of these values pointed to unresolved hurdles or 

gaps in definition between journalistic and current machine-based approaches. To 

re-orient the results of platform news products, news quality definitions and values 

ultimately need definable metrics that work at the scale of platform distribution. 

Three outstanding issues, which emerged in follow up sessions with panelists and 

other external observers, included the problem of classification, units of measure, 

and end users. 

Objectivity and the classification of genre. One hurdle to improving the quality of 

platform news feeds is better classification, a key aspect of news algorithms. An 

example of the distance between journalism and technology perspectives is well 

illustrated by the deliberations of the Opinion panel around genre definitions.  

Panelists noted inconsistencies in the application of genre labels in their review. 

The unfortunate effect, from their perspective, was that on platform products, 

opinion articles absent of the appropriate label looked the same as news articles. 

Panelists also noted several examples where discrepancies existed between the 

original publication and aggregator results. For example, they found articles 

identified on the publishers’ site as Opinion that did not appear as such within the 

product feed. 

Labeling or assigning online articles as “Opinion” consistently is not an easy 

problem to fix. Algorithms require regular data formats for optimal processing, 
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which is why helpful metadata structures do already exist (International Press 

Telecommunications Council 2010; Owen 2017; The Trust Project 2018; 

Journalism Trust Initiative 2019; Schema.org 2020). Presumably, articles that are 

well and consistently labeled as “Opinion” in metadata could be better sorted in 

product feeds. But labeling can require a lot of labor and effort on the part of 

already struggling newsrooms. Unfortunately, after the fact of publication, studies 

have shown that the identification of news genre can be difficult even by 

journalists (Iannucci and Adair 2017; Bhuiyan et al. 2020).  

For journalists, labels of opinion journalism and other genres were intended to 

signal something to readers about journalistic objectivity or impartiality. While the 

journalism panelists agreed that better news and opinion separation was necessary, 

it was not clear what it meant for platform news products to apply this label for 

readers differently compared to journalism outlets. Classifications of opinion 

content by platform news products remain an open problem. 

Accountability and the units of measure. Another gap between journalists and 

technology providers that emerged was the appropriate unit of analysis for news 

quality evaluation: is a quality assessment more effective at the publisher level 

rather than the article itself? Platform news feed technology does consider outlet 

quality, but focuses primarily on the article. While there are requirements for 

publishers, they are minimal (see e.g. Facebook n.d. b; “Bing News PubHub 

Guidelines for News Publishers” n.d.). Article rating and ranking, instead, remains 

key in matching individual users to their assumed preferences, to encourage 

continued engagement with their products (e.g. Google n.d. a).  However, 

publisher reputation has greater importance to journalists (Bhuiyan et al. 2020).  

The difference in approach became clear in science/health journalism panel 

deliberations. 
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Reporting from entertainment outlets within the science/health feeds stood out for 

participants. While acknowledging the potential value of some celebrity reporting 

related to COVID-19, the prioritization of articles from People Magazine and TMZ 

seemed to miss more important missions of science and health journalism. 

According to the panelists, the mere mention of science by entertainers was not 

enough. Rather, quality health and science articles needed to be educational, 

explanatory, or service-oriented if they were to be highly recommended; they 

should “help people make decisions whether personal (e.g., health decisions) or 

larger scale (policies to support, people to vote for), by helping them understand 

and navigate complexities around health, science, or technology.”   

For the journalists, reviewing the feed on an outlet-by-outlet basis first before 

article quality made sense. The inclusion of celebrity magazines was problematic 

not merely due to occasional snafus (at the time of assessment, some product 

algorithms did not gather that “gene” as a term in science/health feeds might also 

return articles with individuals named “Gene”). Outlets, as the panelists observed, 

have varying capacity to handle complicated science issues, such as procedures 

that define how to report on academic preprints that have not undergone peer-

review. Therefore, outlets seemed especially worth prioritizing in algorithms 

considering the scalar demands of real-time news distribution. Panelists thus 

recommended an “allow list” of outlets for health and science news feeds to be 

informed by independent third-party experts including science and health editors.  

The ultimate issue centered upon identifying quality metrics – such as overall 

outlet suitability —that could be accountable to values and missions beyond user 

engagement, much as professional journalism considers itself to be accountable to 

the public. Accurate and entertaining articles, when read and engaged with by fans, 

might produce a positive response. But improving the overall quality or 
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prioritization of a news recommendation system according to socially responsible 

principles would require a stronger accounting of outlet-level quality. To move 

forward for machine-friendly metrics, more clarification about the desired 

interaction between outlet and article quality is needed.  

Community service and audience (end users). A final gap identified for the 

improvement of news recommendation systems was differing notions of audiences 

or end users across journalism and technology camps. This tension appeared 

during discussions on the lack of outlet diversity within platform news products 

that included local news feeds.  

In their review of local feeds, panelists often discovered that only a handful of 

outlets were represented even within large metropolitan areas. To increase the 

diversity of these results, one technologist expressed interest in the formation of an 

authoritative list of local sources. Journalism panelists responded with enthusiasm 

and a willingness to help. Yet it became clear when working through the details 

that, from a technology perspective, the definition of localness favored both the 

geolocation of the outlet (should it exist) as well as the individual using the tool 

(should they select location in their settings).  

Participating journalists understood their audience differently. Thinking through 

the implications of creating a list of outlets, they hesitated. To build the list, 

participants expressed a need for ongoing consultation with local community 

members or peer outlets. Their response mirrored the kind of values they encoded 

within a set of six local story types. Local stories, the journalism panelists 

believed, should meet community needs including local government coverage, 

community institutional memory, and community listening posts.  
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The notion of platform product audiences, that atomize the consumption of news to 

an individual geocoded level, stood in contrast against this definition of local 

publication audiences, ideally grounded in a value of community service. How 

audiences are measured will be important in any attempt to improve news quality 

at a systematic level. While participants across journalism publications and 

technology products agreed on the importance of local audiences, they had not yet 

found agreement over how to define and measure them. 

Reflections on Journalistic Values and the Audience 

Returning the second question of this paper, do participatory panels themselves 

show promise for algorithmic governance? Despite the hurdles identified, or 

because of them, these panels demonstrated some feasibility in addressing news 

definitions and values within future algorithmic governance. First, the hypothesis 

that the journalists and technologists might attain some level of consensus was 

confirmed and expressed in white papers. Perhaps because news results seemed so 

dire, agreement was easier; future panels could confirm if broader consensus is 

attainable. In addition, the goal for mutual learning was achieved. Journalists 

became more familiar with the structured ways that algorithms worked by making 

specific, concrete principles and guidelines. Technologists who took part were able 

to ask questions related to the meaning of local news and opinion journalism. 

Finally, as noted, the successful translation of definitions and values into metrics at 

scale is required for the re-orientation of news algorithms toward values other than 

engagement. While this first series of panels did not achieve metrics, it showed the 

capacity to highlight hurdles that must be crossed.  

 

Another aspect that became clear: an acceptable technological solution to the 

platform news distribution problem needs ongoing and active participation from 
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journalists. Journalism panelists did not necessarily want platform technologies to 

“fix” the problem on their own. For example, when it came to the development of 

outlet lists for health, science, and local news, journalism participants felt that this 

should take place outside of platform technologies. This was the same when it 

came to the discussion around responsibilities for opinion definition and labeling. 

Panelists acknowledged that significant consensus and work would need to occur 

across large multi-member journalism organizations who may not be well 

equipped to handle the challenge. This recognition did not lessen the sense, 

however, that journalists need to be involved. 

 

Panel results not only confirmed the feasibility for improved alignment across 

different industries, but also the potential of one kind of participatory model within 

an algorithmic system. Additional and regular panels, for example, which further 

the creation of publicly available definitions and datasets — that express how ideal 

news feeds might be ordered — could be considered a form of minipublic 

intervention. Technological tools could aid their creation: scaling the process of 

news feed audit and sorting, or creating one’s own feed within a user-friendly 

format are examples.  

 

At the same time, the panel process highlighted discomforts and tensions for 

journalists regarding public engagement, even through the very values they 

articulated for machines. Despite counting the division of opinion journalism from 

news as valuable, panelists expressed discomfort with seeing it as more objective, 

in the sense of representing a neutral, omniscient viewpoint rather than a 

methodological approach (Haskell 2000). Objectivity’s long-contested status in 

journalism, which has included recent contributions by Black journalists in the 
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United States, was an important point of discussion (Schudson 2018; Mosley 2019; 

Lowery 2020).  

 

There was also discomfort with the professional role of journalists in contrast to 

the communities they represented: is the professional journalist an expert, or a 

proxy for the public embedded within it, or even necessary in contemporary news 

reporting? Closeness to the community is difficult to attain while also trying to 

achieve the value of public accountability. Can the new value of shareability, 

whereby non-expert audience engagement shapes the creation of news stories, 

square with reporting on topics such as suicide? The phenomenon of suicide 

contagion, or an increase in suicides following publication or broadcast, has been 

well documented (Velting and Gould 1997; World Health Organization 2017). 

Professional reporters according to codes of ethics should “minimize harm” and 

“avoid pandering to lurid curiosity, even if others do” (Society of Professional 

Journalists 2014; Society of Professional Journalists Ethics Committee n.d.; 

Reporting On Suicide Project n.d.). An accountable approach for journalism differs 

from a generalist approach, by aligning with developed professional, or expert, 

practices. 

 

Returning to Anderson’s prompt, regarding how “journalistic values refract 

through the material lens of digital design,” we find a question about the 

appropriate relationship of journalistic expertise with readers, but now through the 

intermediary of platform distribution. How can journalists —through the machines 

of aggregated news distribution— provide impartial perspectives and factual or 

even authoritative information, how can they serve a community of readers with 

local knowledge, and how can they be accountable to them? Clearer definitions 

and more datasets can produce more alignment to journalistic values within 
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recommendation systems, but they will not resolve this larger tension. Future 

research related to public involvement with these questions, in conversation with 

professional stakeholders of journalism and technology, is needed.  

  

Conclusions on Algorithmic Governance, Experts and Choice  

Finally, what issues are raised by journalistic expertise within algorithmic 

governance? Ultimately, the implementation of platform distribution remains 

within the decision-making power of technology companies that do not currently 

identify as news publishers, despite growing estimations that news aggregators 

have taken on many editorial functions of journalism outlets (Napoli 2015).  Still, 

if news distribution is reoriented to reflect journalistic values, no matter how 

uncomfortably they sit with the journalists or even with the audiences who may 

distrust them (Gottfried, Walker, and Mitchell 2020), is this better?  

 

The feasibility of broadening participation in algorithmic governance points to the 

central issue of expert control within societies, particularly democratic ones. What 

it means to design news consumption for the public remains an elusive challenge, 

especially since online distribution systems are not well suited for choices at the 

community level. Algorithms, as a systems-centered and delegating technology, 

may be inherently authoritarian; they skew towards control rather than agency (See 

Mumford 1964; Winner 1989). Should aggregating news products provide a 

certain level of journalism quality, and should it have an educative function? 

Depending on how the values are selected, one might see this as paternalism, the 

“gentler” form of authoritarianism (Linz 1964). 

 

Questions of systemized expertise are tied to older questions of science and the 

public in democracies, a problem addressed by Walter Lippman during those 
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formative days of journalism values. From Lippmann, we gather two important 

points – an amateur public may not be able to understand expert science, but it may 

not need to for healthy public discussion. Amateurs may not understand all the 

details, but they can understand when conflicts of interest occur. Publics should 

have access to at least this much information, for in a democracy the public must 

ultimately judge the relevance of systematized knowledge. (Lippmann 1925; 

Schudson 2008; Arnold-Forster 2019)   

 

These earlier debates shed light upon the challenge for algorithmic governance and 

news distribution today. The question of how to involve expertise of both computer 

scientists and journalists is tied to questions related to user, or citizen, choice. How 

does one design for choice in systems when not every citizen or user can be 

canvassed and on topics that involve some amount of experienced practice or peer-

reviewed knowledge?  How and when can expertise be involved? 

 

There is a role for journalism and other experts that makes sense even as 

recommendation systems might now have authoritarian tendencies. In larger 

conversation with those who build news distribution systems, keeping questions 

regarding definitions and measurements at the front of future research directions 

may help advance the possibility of “contextual integrity” in communication, or 

whether the information flows, or distributes, according to specific considerations 

(Nissenbaum 2004). Laying bare conflicts of interest and clarifying what is 

possible in algorithmic design is a step towards enabling meaningful decision-

making over technology. If this is not possible, then reorienting platform news 

distribution toward the professional ethics of fields such journalism, which have 

obligations to their readerships, may inherently create possibilities for more 

autonomy —even in systems governed by others. 
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